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ABSTRACT

High fusion power experiments using D-T mixtures in ELM-free H-mode and optimised shear

regimes in JET are reported. A fusion power of 16.1 MW has been produced in an ELM-free

H-mode at 4.2 MA / 3.6 T. The transient value of the fusion amplification factor was 0.95±0.17,

consistent with the high value of nDT(0)τE
diaTi(0)=8.7×1020 m-3 s keV±20%, and maintained for

about half an energy confinement time until excessive edge pressure gradients resulted in dis-

charge termination by MHD instabilities. The ratio of D-D and D-T fusion powers (from sepa-

rate but otherwise similar discharges) showed the expected factor of 210, validating D-D projec-

tions of D-T performance for similar pressure profiles and good plasma mixture control which

was achieved by loading the vessel walls with the appropriate D-T mix. Magnetic fluctuation

spectra showed no evidence of Alfvénic instabilities driven by alpha particles, in agreement

with theoretical model calculations. Alpha particle heating has been unambiguously observed,

its effect being separated successfully from possible isotope effects on energy confinement by

varying the tritium concentration in otherwise similar discharges. The scan showed that there

was no or at most a very weak isotope effect on the energy confinement time. The highest

electron temperature was clearly correlated with the maximum alpha particle heating power and

the optimum D-T mixture; the maximum increase was 1.3±0.23 keV with 1.3 MW of alpha

particle heating power, consistent with classical expectations for alpha particle confinement and

heating. In the optimised shear regime, clear internal transport barriers were established for the

first time in D-T, with a power similar to that required in D-D. The ion thermal conductivity in

the plasma core approached neoclassical levels. Real time power control maintained the plasma

core close to limits set by pressure gradient driven MHD instabilities, allowing 8.2 MW of D-T

fusion power with nDT(0)τE
diaTi(0) ≈1021 m-3 s keV, even though full optimisation was not

possible within the imposed neutron budget. In addition, quasi steady-state discharges with si-

multaneous internal and edge transport barriers have been produced with high confinement and

a fusion power of up to 7 MW; these double barrier discharges show a great potential for steady-

state operation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Significant controlled fusion power was first produced during the Preliminary Tritium Experi-

ment (PTE) in the Joint European Torus (JET) in 1991 [1], when a hot ion H-mode plasma

containing 11% tritium in deuterium produced 2 MJ of fusion energy with a peak fusion power

PDT=1.7 MW and a fusion power gain Qin=PDT/Pin=0.12, Pin being the total input power to the

torus. Tritium usage and neutron production were deliberately kept low during the PTE in order

to limit vessel activation so that a pumped divertor [2] could be installed three months later

during a manned intervention. This was the first of a series of divertors installed in JET between

1991 and 1996 to test the effect of increasing geometric closure on divertor behaviour and plasma
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performance with deuterium plasmas closest in scale and geometry to that foreseen for the Inter-

national Thermonuclear Experiment Reactor (ITER) [3].

Meanwhile, the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) in the USA operated in

deuterium-tritium (D-T) mixtures and, using 50% of D and 50% of T, produced 10.7 MW of

fusion power and a fusion gain Qin=0.27 in the supershot regime [4]. This limiter tokamak also

explored improved confinement in the enhanced reversed shear (ERS) regime, but the perform-

ance improvements achieved in deuterium [5] could not be translated into D-T [4, 6].

With the closure of TFTR in April 1997, JET is now the only fusion experiment able to

operate with D-T fuel mixtures. Furthermore, and going beyond TFTR, JET has an effective

divertor and can operate in a wider range of plasma regimes. In addition, JET has the first

industrial scale plant for the closed cycle supply and processing of tritium (the Active Gas Han-

dling System, AGHS [7]), together with  a proven remote handling capability. These have al-

lowed the JET programme for the period to the end of 1999 to include both a broad-based series

of D-T experiments (DTE1) to address crucial issues of D-T physics and technology for ITER,

and the development and exploration of divertor concepts for ITER.

During DTE1, the JET torus was pumped continuously through the AGHS and was sup-

plied with D-T by the gas introduction and neutral beam (NB) systems. The tritium was stored in

uranium beds and re-processed in the AGHS to a purity of 99.4% by gas chromatography. In

contrast to the PTE, when the total amount of tritium available was 0.2 g, there was no equiva-

lent restriction for DTE1. The site inventory of 20 g of tritium was re-processed eight times by

the AGHS, making the equivalent of 99.3 g of tritium available for DTE1.

The fusion energy produced was 675 MJ, equivalent to the limit set at this stage in the JET

programme on the total neutron production of less than 2.5x1020 neutrons (compared to the

limit of about 1.5x1018 neutrons imposed for the PTE) so that the subsequent activation of the

JET vessel would not prevent manned in-vessel intervention for more than a year after the end

of DTE1. The JET programme continued after DTE1 with an ITER Urgent Physics Phase and

the remote handling replacement of the relatively closed Mark IIAP divertor [8] used during

DTE1 by an even more closed ‘gas box’ divertor (Mark IIGB).

The physics objectives of DTE1 can be divided into two areas. The first, discussed in a

companion paper [9], was the characterisation of the baseline ITER mode of operation, the

steady-state ELMy H-mode, in D-T. Of particular importance were assessments of the hydrogen

isotope effects on the H-mode threshold power, the energy confinement and the edge opera-

tional space, of various heating schemes at the ion cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) in D-T

plasmas, and of high fusion power and Q in steady-state.

The aims of the second area, which is the subject of this paper, were to produce maximum

fusion power and Q, to observe alpha particle heating and to study the stability of Alfvén

Eigenmodes. These aims are inter-related since high fusion power corresponds to high alpha

particle pressure, thereby maximising the effect of the alpha particles for heating and destabilising

of Alfvén Eigenmodes.
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In D-D plasmas on JET, two modes of operation have consistently out-performed, at least

transiently, the ELMy H-mode by a factor of about four in fusion performance. These are the hot

ion ELM-free H-mode, which had already been tested in the PTE and was considered to be the

established route to high performance, and the optimised shear mode, which had been devel-

oped during the year leading up to DTE1. Their translation from D-D to D-T is of great interest

for understanding these regimes as well as producing high performance. There is also a long

term interest in developing the latter regime towards steady state.

These high performance discharges predominantly use high energy NB injection to heat

and fuel the plasmas. During DTE1, the JET NB system was operated with tritium in all eight

beam sources of one of the two injectors. More than 10 MW of tritium NB power was delivered

at voltages of ≈155 kV, for pulse durations ≤5 s. The other injector operated exclusively in deu-

terium at ≈78 kV. ICRF was used to supplement  NB heating.

The experimental set-up, the heating systems and the D-T related diagnostics are dis-

cussed in more detail in the companion paper [9].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 considers the technical issues related to tri-

tium plasma concentrations, tritium retention in the vessel wall and clean-up. The questions of

fusion power performance (including the stability of Alfvén Eigenmodes) and the detection of

alpha particle heating in the ELM-free H-mode are then addressed in Sections 3 and 4, respec-

tively. Section 5 considers fusion power performance and physics in the optimised shear regime.

The summary, conclusions and outlook follow in Section 6.

2. TRITIUM CONCENTRATIONS, VESSEL RETENTION  AND CLEAN-UP

During DTE1 over 200 pulses had plasma tritium concentrations greater than 40%. Control of

the isotopic mixture in the plasma was achieved by preceding the experiment with a few ohmic

or ICRF heated pulses to changeover the isotopic composition of the walls. With 100% tritium

fuelling, plasma tritium concentrations greater than 90% were readily obtained (Fig. 1a).

During the campaign, it was possible to achieve nearly complete tritium recovery (>98%)

from the NB injector which operated in tritium. However, about 30% of the tritium input to the

torus was retained in the torus (Fig. 1b). After the tritium experiments were completed, the

experimental campaign continued with about 2 months of operation in deuterium and hydrogen,

after which the torus tritium inventory had fallen to 17% of the torus input (6 g). The plasma

tritium concentrations had fallen to ≈0.1% by this time, so it was clear that the tritium inventory

in the torus was not contributing significantly to the isotopic mixture.

The torus tritium inventory at the end of DTE1 was over 3 times larger than had been

expected from the tritium retention results of the PTE [10]. For the purposes of using the PTE

results to extrapolate to DTE1, a simple analytical fit to the PTE data was used to represent the

behaviour of retained tritium after each pulse. While this PTE-based prediction closely followed

the tritium concentrations, the difference in actual and predicted tritium inventories grew over
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the course of the campaign. This suggests that

there was a sink for tritium during DTE1 which

was not present at the time of the PTE.

The high level of tritium retention dur-

ing DTE1 has been related to carbon films, satu-

rated with deuterium and tritium and located

in the divertor. While co-deposited films have

always been present in the JET vessel, the films

with the Mark IIA divertor were

unprecedentedly thick and hydrogen rich. The

films were found in cold regions of the divertor,

shadowed from direct contact with the plasma.

While the majority of the JET vessel was heated

to 320°C, these cold regions are actively cooled

to ≈50°C (they act as a heat shield to protect

the in-vessel divertor coils), allowing the for-

mation of stable films with more than 40%

hydrogen concentrations in carbon [11]. In

contrast, at the time of the PTE (i.e. before the

installation of a divertor), the whole vessel in-

terior was maintained at 300°C. The films

which formed on water-cooled metal surfaces

were found to flake off, probably on venting,

leading to considerable debris in the bottom of

the divertor. Even though the hardware is simi-

lar on the inner and outer legs of the divertor,

the flakes were found only on the inner leg.
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FIG. 1. (a) Tritium concentrations and (b) tritium in-

ventory for the second period of DTE1 from September

to November 1997 (Pulses No. 42661 to 43023). Note

that there had already been a first period of D-T opera-

tion in May/June 1997. The tritium concentrations shown

were measured by sampling neutrals in the sub-divertor

volume during pulses, and sampling gas by residual gas

analysis between pulses. The PTE-based prediction is

based on exhaust measurements during the PTE.

The processes leading to this asymmetry and the high  level of carbon erosion needed to form

the films are still under investigation. Analysis of tiles and flakes removed from the vessel after

the experimental campaign is underway and expected to identify the exact location of the tritium

inventory still inside the vessel. This analysis will also determine the physical and chemical

characteristics of the films.

3. THE ELM-FREE H-MODE

The ELM-free H-mode has been developed in JET over a wide range of plasma currents

(1.7-4.2 MA) and toroidal magnetic fields (1.7-3.8 T) with three different divertor configura-

tions. It has been the established route to high fusion performance in deuterium and was suc-

cessfully used for the PTE [1]. High values of the fusion triple product, nDT(0)τETi(0), were
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observed and transient QDT≈1 (as defined in [1]) was suggested on the basis of TRANSP ex-

trapolations from pure deuterium plasmas to 50:50 D-T mixtures [12]. In the PTE the regime

was thought to be limited by the power handling of the divertor target tiles through the occur-

rence of a carbon impurity “bloom” [1]. Following the installation of the Mark I pumped divertor

[2], which had sufficient power handling capability to avoid blooms, it was recognised that the

performance limitations were of MHD origin [13] and that highly shaped plasmas, high plasma

current and low recycling were necessary to maximise the ELM-free period [14]. However,

outer modes [13], identified as external kinks associated with high edge bootstrap currents [15],

could still degrade performance, but could be ameliorated by ramping down the plasma current.

3.1. The D-D Experience and Extrapolation to D-T

In order to permit a comparison between the fusion performance in D-D and D-T it is first

necessary to discuss how deuterium discharges were expected to translate to D-T.

Despite the changes to JET and its divertor since the PTE, the neutron yield in pure deute-

rium, YDD, has continued to scale strongly with stored diamagnetic energy, Wdia, with roughly

constant reactivity, YDD/ Wdia
2 . This scaling covers the dependence of the neutron yield on the

squares of the thermal and fast particle energies and their product as expected from thermonu-

clear, beam-beam and beam-plasma reactions, and variations in the reactivity will arise from

variations in profiles, Ti, Ti/Te, Zeff and beam energy. It is clear therefore that these parameters

have not varied significantly in this regime.

D-T simulations using TRANSP have been made for a number of such pulses, assuming

transport coefficients deduced from the D-D pulses, i.e. neglecting isotopic effects, but includ-

ing alpha particle heating. These simulations, which will be described in more detail in [16],

also show a quadratic dependence between the predicted D-T fusion powers and diamagnetic

stored energies (Fig. 2). It is important to point out that these simulations suggest a fusion power

multiplication factor of 210, consistent with the profile weighted ratio of the fusion cross sec-

tions [17]. Figure 2 contains simulated fusion power versus simulated Wdia and 210 times the

measured D-D fusion power, PDD, versus measured Wdia. The two curves correspond to a quad-

ratic dependence of 210xPDD with Wdia, the first an upper bound of all the D-D data and the

second a typical curve through the combined NB and ICRF heating data (although the bulk of

this data is omitted for clarity). A large part of the scatter in predictions between the two curves

indicate systematic variations in reactivity due to variations in Ti/ Te, Zeff and fast ion energy

content. In particular, low power NB-only and high power combined heating tend to cluster

about the lower curve, whereas high power NB-only data tend towards the upper curve. The

TRANSP simulations introduce additional scatter as a result of uncertainties in the kinetic meas-

urements. Nevertheless, there is a clear strong improvement of expected performance with in-

creasing stored energy which provides a useful benchmark for the D-T measurements to be

presented later.
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FIG. 2. Equivalent D-T fusion power PDT
eq  from D-T

simulations based on D-D discharges using TRANSP (see

text) against simulated stored diamagnetic energy (cir-

cled symbols). The plain symbols are 210 times the meas-

ured D-D fusion power at the measured diamagnetic

energy. The two curves are both PDT
eq ∝ Wdia

2 ; the up-

per curve delineates the upper bound of 210×PDD for

all ELM-free data in the period 1991-1997, and the lower

curve delineates the typical trend of 210×PDD for com-

bined heating data in D-D for the Mark II divertor only.

3.2. Mixture Control in D-T

The PTE experiments with 11% tritium injected

by NB suggested [12] that the plasma mix re-

flected the NB mix, indicating that either recy-

cling was negligible (because the particle con-

finement was so good) or the injected species

was reflected at the walls (rather than deute-

rium being desorbed). However, an experiment

with the Mark II divertor with selective hydro-

gen loading of plasma facing surfaces sug-

gested that the dilution of core fuelled deute-

rium discharges could be significant even un-

der conditions of low recycling [18]. To clarify

the relative contributions of NB fuelling and

recycling to the plasma mix in the ELM-free

H-mode regime, the NB mix was varied from

pure deuterium to pure tritium whilst the walls

were still predominantly deuterium and the D-T

neutron rate was measured. Such a variation in

NB mix was possible with 10 MW of injected

NB power by selecting appropriate beams from

each of the two NB injectors. To interpret the

results of this experiment it is only necessary
to know the relative contributions to the neutron rate from beam-plasma reactions due to deute-

rium on tritium and tritium on deuterium, and from thermonuclear reactions. These were esti-

mated from TRANSP extrapolations from a pure deuterium discharge to D-T. The TRANSP

results were then scaled for different NB mixes by a simple model which assumed that the

recycling contribution of deuterium was proportional to the total NB particle flux (deuterium

and tritium), with the constant of proportionality, f, to be determined experimentally. If recy-

cling could be neglected (f=0), the peak fusion yield would occur with a NB mix of 45% tritium

(weighted towards deuterium rich by the tritium on deuterium beam-plasma reactions). How-

ever, the maximum fusion yield was found experimentally with 100% tritium NB injection, and

the experimental dependence of fusion power with NB mix indicated f=2, i.e that recycling

dominated the plasma mix. TRANSP analysis of this experiment qualitatively confirms the re-

sult of the simple model [19]. This experiment clearly demonstrated that it would be necessary

to replace deuterium gas fuelling by mixed D-T fuelling and to load the walls with an appropri-

ate D-T mix for the high power experiments.
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3.3. High Power Pulses in D-T

In all, eight high power ELM-free pulses were produced, as listed in Table I. The first, which

used D-T mixtures for both gas and NB fuelling whilst the walls were still predominantly deute-

rium, confirmed the conclusions of the mixture control experiment at higher NB particle fluxes.

For the remaining experiments, the walls were loaded using 3-5 ohmic or ICRF heated pulses

with the gas fuelling adjusted until the measured D-T plasma mix was close to 50:50. The target

density and pre-programmed gas flows were adjusted in 1 to 2 short (<0.5 s) high power pulses.

Finally, the full duration pulse was selected.

Table I Maximum values for the eight high power ELM-free H-mode pulses in D-T

Pulse No. 42665 42675 42676 42677 42968 42974 42976 42979

Comment
walls
deuterium

sawtooth
limited

NB+ωcH NB only
NB+ωcH
+2ωcT

NB+ωcH
early
switch off

Time (s) 13.14 13.15 13.34 13.3 13.25 13.37 13.4 13.0

IP (MA) 3.7 3.65 3.64 3.62 3.99 3.98 3.95 4.03

BT (T) 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6

PNB (MW) 18.3 18.7 18.8 21.3 18.7 22.3 22.3 20.3

PRF (MW) 2.7 3.6 3.6 0 5.4 3.0 3.1 3.1

Pin (MW) 21.3 23.2 22.6 21.6 25.1 25.6 25.7 23.8

PDT (MW) 8.7 10.0 12.9 12.3 12.4 15.8 16.1 10.7

Wdia (MJ) 12.3 13.2 15.3 13.4 15.8 16.9 17.0 13.4

nT/(nT+nD) 0.26 0.52 0.54 0.49 0.62 0.67 0.59 0.63

Qin=PDT/Pin 0.40 0.43 0.57 0.57 0.51 0.64 0.62 0.45

Qptot 0.7 0.70 0.77 0.95 0.95

Notes: Ip is the plasma current, BT is the toroidal field at R=3m. PNB, PRF and Pin are the power inputs to the torus

from NB, ICRF and total, including ohmic. PDT is the total fusion power as measured by the total neutron yield.

Wdia is the diamagnetic stored plasma energy. nT/(nT+nD) is the fraction of tritium as measured by the neutral

particle analyser. The quoted Qtot
P  values have an uncertainty of ± 18%.

The first series of experiments was performed with the standard 3.8 MA / 3.4 T scenario

as developed in deuterium (including the same 0.4 MA/s current ramp-down to stabilise outer

modes) in order to permit a direct comparison between D-D and D-T for both NB-only and NB

supplemented by 3 MW of fundamental hydrogen minority ICRF heating. The NB-only case

produced 12.3 MW of fusion power for 21.3 MW of NB power, compared with a projected

9.2 MW fusion power for 19.1 MW of NB power from simulations based on the equivalent (but

lower power) D-D discharge. With combined heating, 12.9 MW of fusion power was produced
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with 22.4 MW of additional heating power, compared with a projected 12.2 MW for 22.0 MW

input. The uncertainty in these measurements arising from the accuracy of the neutron measure-

ments is ±8%, so this fusion power clearly exceeded the previous record [4].

The second series of experiments was carried out at a higher toroidal field and plasma

current (4.2 MA / 3.6 T) and took full advantage of the higher NB power available in tritium.

Mixed hydrogen minority and second harmonic tritium ICRF heating was also tested [20], pro-

ducing 12.4 MW of fusion power for a total heating power of 25.1 MW, the additional RF power

providing only electron heating. A new record D-T fusion power, 16.1 MW, was obtained with a

total heating power of 25.4 MW which included NB heating (22.3 MW) together with hydrogen

minority ICRF heating (3.1 MW).

The maximum value of the ratio of Qin=PDT/Pin for these high power pulses is shown in

Table I to vary from 0.40 to 0.64, reflecting differences in fuel mix, Zeff, confinement and dura-

tion of the high performance phase. In comparison with the highest fusion power discharge in

TFTR with Qin=0.27 [4], the JET discharges produced higher fusion power for lower input

power to the torus.

Some time traces for the best JET pulse are shown in Fig. 3. In common with the D-D

experience, stored energy, fusion power and electron density rise monotonically with time. The

ion temperature levels off around 28 keV, significantly higher than the electron temperature

which is about 14 keV. The discharge does not reach steady conditions, but is limited by MHD

activity: first an outer mode, then a giant ELM (as described previously for deuterium plasmas).
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FIG. 3. Various time traces for the D-T pulse with high-

est fusion power. Note that following the ELM the den-

sity rises to ~8x1019m-3 and remains off scale.
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same as in Fig. 2.
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This MHD activity manifests itself in the intensity of the Balmer alpha emission and, following

detection of a giant ELM, the heating power is switched off to limit the total neutron production.

In D-D, with the heating maintained, such discharges evolved into a repetitive ELMy behaviour

with lower fusion performance. A more detailed comparison of the MHD behaviour in D-D and

D-T plasmas will be presented in [21].

Figure 4 shows the measured D-T fusion power as a function of diamagnetic stored en-

ergy which can be compared with the D-T projections of Fig. 2. Neutral beam heating only,

combined heating (NBRF) and the higher current data are distinguished by different symbols.

The low power mixture control experiments together with the data from the alpha particle heat-

ing experiment (Section 4) are also included, as are the two 11% tritium pulses from the PTE.

The low power experiments clearly find an optimum reactivity and these data, taken with those

at high power, are well described by PDT ∝ Wdia
2 , indicating good mixture optimisation and

high reactivity throughout the series, independent of power and plasma current. The high power

NB only data is a little above the curve through the combined heating data as tends to be the case

in D-D (Fig. 2). The improved fusion performance at higher plasma current is a result of the

higher stored energy; the 17 MJ attained is higher than achieved previously on JET or any other

magnetic plasma confinement experiment.

0.4
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0.2

Total pressure (MPa)

42976 DT

40305 DT simulation

42676 DT

40305 DD

ρ~ r
a

Alpha pressure (MPa)
42676

42976

40305sim
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FIG. 5. Profiles of total pressure computed by TRANSP

for D-D pulse No. 40305, the D-T simulation based on

pulse No. 40305, the D-T pulse No. 42676 at the same

plasma current (3.8 MA) and heating power, and the

highest fusion power pulse No. 42976 (at 4.2 MA). The

D-T pulse at 3.8 MA is intermediate between the D-D

case and the D-T simulation.

Comparing the NB-only and NBRF data

in Figs. 2 and 4, the ratio of the fusion power

in D-T to that in D-D is within ±10% of the

expected ratio of 210 at the same stored en-

ergy, in contrast to the results obtained on TFTR

[4]. Figure 5 shows that the shape of the total

pressure profile in D-T is similar to that in D-D

and, within experimental uncertainties, is close

to that projected for D-T. In fact, the differ-

ence between the D-D and D-T profiles reflects

the population of energetic alpha particles pro-

duced by the fusion reactions. On the face of

it, these observations confirm the assumption

used in the extrapolations to D-T that the net

isotope effect on energy confinement is negli-

gible.

3.4. TRANSP Analysis of the D-T Pulses

Figure 6 shows that there is excellent agreement between directly measured quantities and those

computed by TRANSP. In particular, the measured diamagnetic energy is in excellent agree-

ment with that computed by TRANSP, Wdia = Wth + 3/2W tot
f
⊥ , where Wth is the kinetic
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fraction.

measurement of the thermal energy content and

W tot
f
⊥  is the computed total perpendicular fast

ion energy. It should be noted that TRANSP

(run Y935) computes the neutron yield directly

from the kinetic measurements. The error bar

on this computation reflects the uncertainties

in Ti(r) and Zeff(r) assuming that these are the

dominant uncertainties. The agreement is sat-

isfying, indicating not only the quality of the

measurements but also that TRANSP contains

the appropriate physics.

The measured derivative of the diamag-

netic energy has a resolution which can be as

short as 1 ms and resolves the effect of NB

 interrupts and MHD events as can be seen by

comparing with the traces Pin and Dα + Tα .

With a TRANSP time step of 10 ms and 2000

particles in the Monte Carlo NB slowing down

calculation it is necessary to smooth over 30-

50 ms in order to minimise statistical noise. With such smoothing there is reasonable agreement

between measured and computed dWdia/dt over most of the pulse, even during fluctuations in

Zeff (in magnitude comparable to the error estimates) which contribute to fluctuations in the

kinetic measurement of dWth/dt. For this reason the derivative of the thermal energy is com-

puted from dWth/dt=d(Wdia - 3/2 W tot
f
⊥ )/dt because the fast particle energy is almost constant.

A TRANSP run (Y936) has been performed with these Zeff fluctuations removed, and this im-

proves the agreement between measured and computed quantities and yet has a negligible (<5%)

effect on the power balance. It is therefore concluded that the TRANSP run (Y935) using only

measured data provides an adequate description of the behaviour of fast ions and the thermal

plasma.

Figure 6 also shows the thermonuclear fraction (the ratio of thermonuclear power to total

fusion power, fth= PDT
th /PDT) as computed by TRANSP, which reaches a value of about 0.63. In

order to estimate the uncertainty in the thermonuclear fraction it is valid, given the small uncer-

tainty in the measured neutron rate, to constrain the computation to match the measured neutron

rate exactly. This gives an uncertainty in fth of ±0.05 relative to the reference TRANSP run.

The measured and computed data for  pulse No. 42976 which produced the highest fusion

power, are summarised in Table II at a time (13.13 s) when the plasma is still quiescent. The first

point to note is the global power balance, which shows that of the total power input to the torus

(Pin=25.7 MW), the total power from external sources absorbed by the thermal plasma is
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Table II Parameters of interest for ELM-free H-mode pulse No. 42976 with the highest D-T fusion power, at the
time of maximum Qtot

P  (13.13 s) and maximum value of each parameter, if significantly different. The geometric
parameters of this pulse are: minor radius a = 0.95m, major radius R = 2.92m, q95 = 3.47, elongation κ = 1.81,
triangularity δ = 0.36. The divertor plasma is attached. Computed quantities are from TRANSP run Y935.
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Pabs
th =21.9 MW (including direct heating, fast

particle heating and thermalisation, and the

heating by rotation friction). The difference

(3.6 MW) includes losses due to NB

shine-through, fast particle charge exchange

and rotation (but excluding frictional heating).

An alpha particle source power, Ps
α=2.83 MW

is measured from the D-T fusion neutron rate,

and, taking into account the alpha particle slow-

ing down, an alpha particle heating power

P abs
tot
α =1.62 MW is computed to be absorbed

by the thermal plasma. The total heating power

transferred to the thermal plasma from all

sources is therefore Pheat
th =23.5 MW. The rate

of change of plasma thermal energy dWth/dt is

large, and the thermal loss due to conduction,

convection, radiation and thermal charge ex-

change is Ploss
th = Pheat

th - dWth/dt=13.2 MW.

The total loss from the plasma including ther-

mal, rotational and fast ion loss channels (but

excluding NB shine-through) is

Ploss
tot =16.2 MW. A time dependent power bal-

ance is shown in the top panel of Fig.  7, and

this is used to compute the confinement time1

in the lower panel. The value of nDT(0)τETi(0)

is 8.3 or 8.7x1020 m-3skeV (±20%), depending

on whether the thermal or diamagnetic energy

confinement time (τE
th

, τE
dia ) is used (see

Table II for values of nDT(0), τE
th , τE

dia  and

Ti(0)).
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FIG. 7. Time dependent performance analysis for pulse

No. 42976. The top panel shows the global power bal-

ance including the total power input to the torus

Pin=POH+PNB+PRF, the total power, Pabs
th , from exter-

nal sources absorbed by the thermal plasma, the alpha

particle power transferred to the thermal plasma P abs
tot
α

and the total heating power to the thermal plasma

Pheat
th = Pabs

th + P abs
tot
α . The power escaping from the

thermal plasma, Ploss
th , and the total loss power in all

channels, Ploss
tot = Ploss

th + Ploss
rot + Ploss

fast , are shown. The

bottom panel shows the diamagnetic and thermal

energy confinement times, τE
dia  and τE

th , and the Balmer

α signal. The middle panel compares the simple ratio,

Qin=PDT/Pin with thermal, Qth
P , and total, Qtot

P , as

defined in the text.

The central fusion power density, 0.63 MW/m3, exceeds the central power density ab-

sorbed from external sources, 0.59 MW/m3, and does so out to 35% of the minor radius. The

alpha particle source power density is about 0.12 MW/m3 at the centre and the alpha particle

1 The thermal energy confinement time is defined as τ E
th =Wth/Ploss

th , and the diamagnetic energy confinement time

as τ E
dia =Wdia/(Pin+ Ps

α  - PSH - PBCX - dWdia/dt). Wth, Wdia, Ploss
th , Pin and Ps

α  are defined in the text. In addition

PSH is the NB shinethrough power and PBCX is the net NB power lost from NB fast ions by charge exchange on the

background neutrals.
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heating power density (including orbit effects and slowing down) is about 0.06 MW/m3 most of

which is coupled to electrons. The central alpha particle heating of electrons is comparable to

each of the centrally absorbed powers (from external sources) to the electrons, equipartition

from ions to electrons and the change in electron energy density which are of comparable

magnitude. The alpha particle heating should therefore be significant and this is examined in

Section 4.

3.5. D-T Fusion Performance Parameters

A value of nDT(0)τE
th Ti(0) ≈9x1020m-3s keV  (at the same Ti(0), pressure profile peaking and

relative ion and electron temperatures as pulse No. 42976) would, for a pure thermonuclear

plasma, correspond to Q = PDT/(Ploss-Pα) ≈1 and Ps
α /Ploss ≈16%. If the same conditions could

be maintained into steady-state, Pin=Ploss-Pα, and therefore Qin=PDT/Pin  would also approach

unity.

In reference [1] a definition of Q was chosen in such a way as to indicate, for a NB heated

plasma, the likely stationary value of PDT/ Pin which would be obtained were it possible

to maintain the same plasma parameters by reducing the input power by the amount of the

derivative of stored energy. Following this approach would suggest that the steady-state equiva-

lent of  pulse No. 42976 would correspond to PDT/(Pin-PSH-PBCX) in the range 0.8-0.9 [22],

approximately commensurate with the observed values of nDT(0)τE
diaTi(0). However, this treat-

ment neglects the finite slowing down time of the alpha particles, the RF driven fast particles,

and the small but non-negligible effect of rotation in the power balance. In the following para-

graphs two new parameters, Qth
P  and Qtot

P , are defined, which rigorously include all terms in

the power balance and can be applied to both transient and steady-state plasmas.

Firstly, it is proposed to define a parameter Qth
P  to describe the thermonuclear perform-

ance of plasmas in terms of losses from the thermal plasma:

Qth
P  = Pth / (Ploss

th  - Pα abs
th )

which can be applied to both transient and stationary cases. Pth=fth PDT is the thermonuclear

power, Ploss
th  is the power escaping from the thermal plasma and Pα abs

th  is the alpha particle

heating power transferred to the thermal plasma from thermonuclear reactions. In fact, this defi-

nition differs from that used in [1] only in that it takes account of the alpha particle slowing

down. Qth
P  is then a function of (τE

th
)
2x Ploss

th  and the reactivity Pth/ Wth
2 , even for transient

conditions, and encapsulates the underlying physics of confinement and thermal profiles. Of

course Qth
P  does not necessarily remain constant as stationary conditions are approached unless

( τE
th

)
2x Ploss

th  remains constant.

Secondly, it is proposed to define a parameter Qtot
P  which describes the total fusion per-

formance in terms of all losses from the plasma:

Qtot
P  = PDT / (Ploss

th  + Ploss
rot  + Ploss

fast  - P abs
tot
α )
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and deals consistently with the more complex situation where the power lost from the plasma

now also includes rotation, Ploss
rot , and NB/RF fast particle losses, Ploss

fast  (such as charge-ex-

change and orbit losses). P abs
tot
α  is the total heating by alpha particles from both thermonuclear

and non-thermal reactions taking account of the slowing down of the alpha particles. The losses

in this expression can be computed from the TRANSP power balance,2 provided that the deriva-

tives can be computed accurately as was demonstrated in Section 3.4.

A fairly comprehensive picture of the time dependent performance can be obtained by

comparing Qin, Qtot
P and Qth

P , as shown in Fig. 7 (second panel). Whereas Qin increases

monotonically up to the ELM (to a maximum of 0.62), both Qtot
P  and Qth

P  rise rapidly over the

first 0.8 s and remain approximately constant for 0.4-0.5 s indicating that, though fusion and

loss powers are changing rapidly with time, they are doing so in proportion. The peak values

Qtot
P = 0.95±0.17 and Qth

P =0.69±0.19 are broadly in line with expectations based on the corre-

sponding values of nDT(0)τETi(0).

Note that there is a degradation in these performance indicators with the MHD burst from

around 13.2 s (before the ELM) which is also seen on the confinement time (lowest panel in

Fig. 7). However, Qin continues to increase up to the time of the ELM, suggesting that the MHD

activity increases the losses with little effect on the reactivity of the plasma. At the ELM there is

a significant rise in density and fall in electron temperature. The consequent change in slowing

down transiently increases the alpha particle heating power to ≈8 MW and the total thermal

heating power to ≈44 MW (off scale). The drop in Qtot
P  accurately reflects the reduction in

performance during this phase whilst the high value of Qin clearly has no meaning.

The performance parameters Qtot
P  and Qth

P  permit a more detailed comparison of the

eight pulses shown in Table I. In particular, these parameters can be used to identify the effect of

2The denominator in this equation for Qtot
P  can be computed from the power balance:

Ploss
th  + Ploss

rot + Ploss
fast  - P abs

tot
α  = POH + PNB

s + PRF
s - d(Wth + WRF

f  + WNB
f  + Wrot)/dt

The ohmic power POH is computed by TRANSP and is very small. The NB power source PNB
s  in the plasma (i.e.

NB input minus shine-through) is well known and the ICRF source power PRF
s  in the plasma due to fast particles

and direct heating is computed. The derivative includes the energy stored in the thermal plasma Wth, in the ICRF

and NB fast particles (WRF
f  and WNB

f ) and the computed rotational energy Wrot. It can be computed from the

temporal derivative of

Wdia - 3/2W tot
f
⊥ + WRF

f + WNB
f  + Wrot.

The value of this derivative is dominated by Wdia with the fast ion corrections being small (≈1 MW) and is rela-

tively independent of TRANSP assumptions, as shown by the good agreement in Fig. 6. The normal level of accu-

racy of the input power, neutron yield and diamagnetic stored energy are ±10%, ±8% and ±5%. If it is assumed that

the errors are gaussian and that these errors dominate the computation, then the absolute uncertainty in Qtot
P  is

±18%. If it is assumed that the uncertainties in kinetic data introduce a scatter of ±10% in the TRANSP computation

of Qth
P , then the total uncertainty in Qth

P  is likely to be ±(10+18) = ±28%.
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a non-optimal D-T mix, which affects Qth
P  strongly, to compare NB-only with combined NBRF

and to determine the effect of plasma current. It is found that Qtot
P  is the same for NB-only and

NB supplemented by hydrogen minority ICRF heating, that it degrades weakly with increasing

additional heating power, but improves strongly with plasma current (from ≈0.7 at 3.64 MA to

≈0.95 at 4.0 MA), as will be described in [16].

In this section a new formulation for Q has been proposed which rigorously takes into

account all terms in the power balance for a plasma heated by NB injection, RF waves and alpha

particles, and can be applied equally well to transient and steady-state plasmas. The three pa-

rameters Qth
P , Qtot

P  and Qin provide a complete description of the performance, which is in line

with the usual nDT(0)τETi(0) approach. The transient values of these parameters are in accord

with the expectations based on deuterium performance and as such confirm that significant

progress has been made towards a tokamak reactor. From the analysis presented it is self evident

that to achieve PDT/Pin ≥1 in such transient plasmas would require a significant improvement in

confinement and/or reactivity. Conversely, only a relatively modest improvement in confine-

ment and/or reactivity would be required to reach such a milestone were it possible to overcome

the MHD limits which render these plasmas transient.

3.6. Stability of Alfvén Eigenmodes

Investigation of Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs) driven by energetic particles in tokamaks is moti-

vated by the potential for such instabilities to eject energetic fusion product alpha particles and

fast particles produced by additional heating from the core of a fusion reactor, possibly leading

to significant reduction of alpha particle heating and to first wall damage. The study of AEs in

JET during DTE1 has demonstrated that AEs can be destabilised by the energetic ions produced

by auxiliary heating [23], but no evidence of alpha particle driven AEs has been observed in the

high performance discharges [24]. Similar work has been reported from TFTR [25] and JT-60

[26].

In the high performance D-T hot ion ELM-free H-mode experiments on JET with fusion

powers up to 16.1 MW and central βα(0) ≤ 0.7%  (pulse No. 42976), no observable AE activity

was found on the external magnetic measurements up to 500 kHz. Figure 8 shows spectrograms

of the magnetic fluctuations in a D-D reference discharge and the highest performance D-T

discharge. In the D-D reference discharge, at a toroidal magnetic field of 3.4 T, AE are excited

by 4.5 MW of hydrogen minority ICRF heating (but not by 3 MW). In the D-T discharge, at

3.8 T, there is no evidence of AE excitation either by the 3 MW of ICRF heating or by the

3.2 MW of alpha particle source power. The absence of alpha particle driven AEs is in agree-

ment with CASTOR-K stability calculations [24], where the least damped AEs (n≈5) are found

to be stable due to the radial extent of the eigenmodes at high β and the additional damping

provided by the high energy (≈160 kV) tritium NB injection.
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FIG. 8. Spectrograms representing the amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations measured by external Mirnov coils in

(a) a D-D reference discharge (pulse No. 40308) and (b) the D-T highest fusion performance discharge (pulse No.

42976).

4. ALPHA PARTICLE HEATING

One of the original objectives of JET was the study of alpha particle production, confinement

and consequent plasma heating. A wide range of experiments, reviewed in [27], has demon-

strated that single fast ions in the 100keV-MeV ranges are trapped and slow-down classically in

quiescent plasmas. However, fast ion losses can be caused by sawtooth crashes, toroidal field

(TF) ripple or Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs). These effects are not expected to be important in the

alpha particle heating experiment described here because the measurements were made just

before the collapse of sawteeth which had periods (1-1.5 s) longer than the alpha particle slow-

ing-down time in the plasma centre, the toroidal field ripple in JET is low, and the alpha particle

pressure was not high enough to excite AEs (see Section 3.6 above). Thus, alpha particles in this

experiment were expected to behave classically and, this being the case, were expected to trans-

fer most of their energy to the plasma electrons.

The first observation of measurable alpha particle heating of the electrons in a magneti-

cally confined plasma was made in TFTR under conditions with a fusion gain Qin = 0.27 [28].

The hot ion ELM-free H-mode regime in JET is well-suited to the measurement of alpha particle

heating since it has high current (3.8-4.2 MA) giving small alpha particle orbits, Qin is about

0.6, and the alpha particle heating of electrons in the plasma core is comparable to, or greater,

than each of the NB, ohmic or equipartition heating sources. The alpha particle heating is there-

fore important in the electron power balance and should be observable by increases in the elec-

tron temperature. The larger value of Qin in JET should permit a clearer measurement of alpha

particle heating than was possible in TFTR.
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4.1. Design of the Alpha Particle Heating Experiment

In order to maximise the possibility of observing alpha particle heating, the discharge duration,

and especially the ELM-free period, the sawtooth-free period and the electron energy confine-

ment time, should be longer than the alpha particle slowing down time of typically 1 s. Further-

more, the electron temperature should be sufficiently high and the electron density sufficiently

low for ion-electron equipartition and direct electron heating by NB heating to be low. In the

JET experiments, the plasma had a central electron temperature greater than 10 keV, a central

electron density less than 4x1019 m-3 and a total power to the electrons from these sources less

than 30% of the total input power. ICRF heating was not used since it predominantly heats

electrons and might be confused with the alpha particle heating.

Since experiments in other plasma regimes on other tokamaks have indicated the possibil-

ity of a plasma isotope effect on energy confinement, the JET alpha particle heating experiment

[29] was designed to separate clearly any rise in electron temperature due to alpha particle

heating from such an isotope effect on confinement. This was accomplished by scanning the

plasma mixture from pure deuterium to nearly pure tritium. The D-T fusion power, and hence

the alpha particle heating, would be maximised at intermediate concentrations of deuterium and

tritium, whilst the isotopic effects could be isolated by comparing pure deuterium and nearly

pure tritium plasmas.

In order to avoid temporal or spatial variations in the D-T mixture, the scan was performed

using matched NB injection, gas fuelling and recycling mixtures. The last required the walls to

be loaded to the required mixture using tokamak pulses between the main pulses in the scan. In

this way, pulse No. 43011 with a nearly pure tritium plasma (nT/(nT+nD)≈ 92%) was obtained.

The configuration of the NB system for DTE1 allowed a 5 point scan at a heating power of

10.4 MW, with the particle source varying between 6x1020 atoms/s in tritium and 8x1020

atoms/s in deuterium. The prototype for the experiment was the deuterium pulse No. 40365,

which was a low power version of the 3.8 MA / 3.4 T high performance pulses. With 10.4 MW

of NB power, a hot ion H-mode with an ELM-free period of over 2 s was obtained. This had a

D-D neutron yield which projected to 4-5 MW of fusion power with a 50:50 D-T mixture. The

ability to detect alpha particle heating at the 1 MW level was confirmed in a test experiment

which used hydrogen minority ICRF heating as a substitute for alpha particle heating.

4.2. Measurement of Alpha Particle Heating

Pulse No. 42847, with a tritium concentration of 60%, produced the highest fusion power

(6.7 MW) in the scan at an NB input power of 10.4 MW, corresponding to an absorbed power of

about 9.4 MW. This is compared with the pulse (No. 43011) with a tritium concentration of 92%

in Fig. 9. Just after the end of the transition ELMs, both pulses had a sawtooth before 13 s and

then remained sawtooth- and ELM-free for at least 1.4 s. This allowed the central ion
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temperature to reach 16-17 keV and was re-

sponsible for the better than anticipated fusion

power in pulse No. 42847. Figure 9 shows that

the alpha particle heating power in pulse

No. 43011 is much lower than that in pulse

No. 42847. Thus, the aim to have a clear peak

in the alpha particle heating power, with D-T

mixture, was achieved.

The effects of alpha particle heating are

visible as differences in plasma thermal energy,

and central ion and electron temperatures. It

should be noted that the line averaged electron

density is about 10% larger in pulse 43011 than

in pulse 42847 at 14.2 seconds. However, the

central densities are identical at 4x1019m-3. In-

terestingly, the edge temperatures adjust so that

the edge pressure is the same in both pulses

and all of the difference in energy content

comes from within the inner half minor radius.

Whilst some of the temperature difference

might, in principle, be due to the density vari-

ation, regression analysis on the full data set

showed that the central electron temperature

did not depend on the line averaged density.
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FIG. 9. A comparison of the absorbed NB heating power,

alpha particle heating power, plasma energy, and ion

and electron temperatures for pulses in the scan with

the highest fusion power (pulse No. 42847-solid) and

the highest tritium content (pulse No. 43011-dashed).

The error bars shown on the ion temperature traces are

the statistical errors for single time-slices. The system-

atic, calibration error on the electron temperature is 5%.

The maximum central electron temperatures are

10.5 keV for pulse No. 43011 and 12.3 keV for pulse

No. 42847.

The peak electron temperature achieved in each discharge in the scan is plotted versus

time and D-T mixture in Fig. 10. Between 12.0 s and about 13.5 s alpha particle heating is small

and the electron temperature is nearly independent of the D-T mixture. Later, as the fusion

power becomes significant and the alpha particles have started to thermalise, the effect of alpha

particle heating becomes evident. It can be seen that the maximum electron temperature in-

creases with tritium concentration, up to 12 keV, when the concentration is 60% (pulse No. 42847),

and then falls. The electron temperatures of nearly pure deuterium and tritium discharges are

similar, making the identification of alpha particle heating more straightforward. The collapses

of giant sawteeth are marked with squares in Fig. 10. It may be seen that the sawtooth period

increases with tritium concentration. This is ascribed to an increase in the NB fast ion pressure

within the q=1 surface [30]. In light of this variation in sawtooth period, measurements in the

saturated period before the sawtooth crash have been used in the following.

The central electron temperature is shown in Fig. 11 to be proportional to the total heating

power, including absorbed NB, ICRF (where appropriate), ohmic and alpha particle heating
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sawtooth crashes, plotted against total absorbed heat-

ing power, including alpha particle heating power. The
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NB heating power of 10.5 MW. Bars to the right indi-

cate a shortfall of power.

power. The variation in heating power in the

D-T discharges is substantially due to the al-

pha particle heating (0-1.3 MW) although there

is a variation in the nominal NB power, which

can be as much as 10% at low tritium concen-

trations, as indicated by the horizontal bars.

Also included in the data set are the test pulses

with hydrogen minority ICRF emulating alpha

particle heating. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that

alpha particle heating and the ICRF heating are

equally effective. This is reassuring because hy-

drogen minority ICRF heating is known from

modulation experiments [31] to have high ef-

ficiency and a highly peaked deposition pro-

file.

A regression fit to the data of Fig. 11

gives Te(0)=(0.21±0.99)+(0.99±0.09)Pheat
th ,

where Pheat
th  is the total power absorbed by

the thermal plasma, including alpha particle
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change in electron temperature, identified by the regres-

sion fit as being due to alpha particle heating, versus

alpha particle heating power.
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heating. A fit which allows the contribution from the alpha particle heating to be separated from

variations in the NB heating power gives Te(0)=(0.07±1.04)+(1.0±0.1)(Pheat
th -

Pα abs
th )+(0.99±0.13)Pα abs

th . The result is a maximum change in Te(0) of 1.3±0.23 keV with

1.3 MW of alpha particle source power. If the electron density or the tritium fraction is included

in the regression fit, their weights are zero within errors. This fit can be used to display the effect

of alpha particle heating directly. Figure 12 shows a plot of ∆Te(0) = Te(0)-0.07-(Pheat
th - Pα abs

th )

versus Pα abs
th . This shows that once the effect of NB power variations is removed, the alpha

particle heating is consistent over the scan and the standard error on the temperature change with

1.3 MW alpha particle power is a good reflection of the accuracy of the data.

4.3. TRANSP Analysis of the Power Balance

Figure 13(a) shows the electron power balance within the inner half minor radius for pulse

No. 42847. The stacked curves represent sums of contributions from each term. The rate of

change of energy content and the convection loss are shown inverted for clarity. The conduction

loss is the difference between the upper and lower envelopes. It may be seen that the alpha

particle heating is the single largest contributor to the electrons in the plasma core at 14 s, and

constitutes nearly one third of the total electron source power. Furthermore, the rate of change of

energy content is the largest sink, taking 1 MW out of 1.8 MW at 14 s. In contrast, in pulse

No. 43011 with a tritium concentration of 92%, the rate of change of energy content is only

0.5 MW out of 1.4 MW, as shown in Fig. 13(b). The alpha particle heating is a minor part of the

power balance and its absence is reflected in the rate of change of energy content. Apparently,

the conduction loss is more or less the same, which seems reasonable because the plasma condi-

tions are comparable. Note that the glitches in the traces, observable in both pulses before 13 s,

are due to sawteeth.

It is important to note that the correspondence between the difference in rate of change of

electron energy content and the total electron input power, within r/a=0.5 in the two pulses

shown in Fig. 13, is a certain indication that the alpha particle heating profile is similar to that

computed from the alpha particle source and classical slowing-down.

TRANSP analysis has also been used to compute the thermal energy confinement time.

Within errors, the pure deuterium and nearly pure tritium pulses have the same confinement

time of 1.2 s. The pulses with significant alpha particle heating have slightly higher confinement

times (1.3-1.4 s), but the errors are larger. This increase in confinement time is, at least partly,

due to the alpha particle heating source being more peaked than either the NB or ohmic heating.

This same analysis shows that the plasma energy content is increased by 1 MJ by alpha particle

heating, and that it would be more if the ELM-free period were longer.
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FIG. 13. The electron power balance within r/a=0.5 for the pulses in the alpha particle heating scan with (a) the

highest fusion power (pulse No. 42847) and (b) the highest tritium content (pulse No. 43011). The rate of change of

energy content and the convective loss are shown inverted for clarity.

4.4. Unambiguous Evidence for Alpha Particle Heating

The data presented above constitute unambiguous evidence for alpha particle heating because

the experiment was designed to eliminate other sources of temperature change, such as any

plasma isotope effect. There were clear peaks in temperature and plasma energy content as the

mixture was scanned from pure deuterium to nearly pure tritium. These peaks correlate well

with the alpha particle heating power as the regression analysis shows. The local electron power

balances are consistent with the classical alpha particle power deposition profiles.

It should be stressed that the alpha particle heating data has been taken from MHD quies-

cent plasmas. Some other pulses, both from the alpha particle heating experiment and the prepa-

ration experiments for the high fusion power studies, could have been used to extend the data set

but showed signs of MHD activity. This MHD activity certainly reduced the alpha particle heat-

ing, but there is no way to identify whether this is due to a loss of alpha particles or a loss of

plasma confinement. A future D-T experiment should address this issue by preparing plasmas,

both in D-D and D-T, with the chosen type of MHD activity, such as sawteeth, ELMs or external

kink instabilities.

5. THE OPTIMISED SHEAR REGIME

The second high performance regime studied during DTE1 is the optimised shear scenario which

was developed in JET to produce plasmas with energy confinement and fusion performance

higher than the present ELMy H-modes. JET first obtained improved confinement of the central

plasma by deep pellet fuelling of non-sawtoothing plasmas and subsequent heating of the core
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[32]. The analysis of these discharges showed that the magnetic shear in the plasma centre was

low and slightly negative and that the transport was reduced [33]. With negative magnetic shear,

plasmas are predicted to remain stable at higher plasma pressure, and toroidal drift instabilities

such as trapped particle and ion temperature instabilities are predicted to be stabilised [34]. In

several experiments including JET, current profile control has allowed regimes where the heat

transport is reduced significantly, close to neoclassical levels, within an Internal Transport Bar-

rier (ITB) [34-37]. This is in line with predictive modelling [38] of such discharges, which takes

into account the effect of low magnetic shear together with stabilisation by rotational shear.

However, scaling laws for plasmas with ITBs have not yet been determined. In particular, the

plasma isotope dependence of the threshold power for triggering an ITB has not been firmly

established, although TFTR [4,6] has reported that the power needed for the formation of an ITB

was much higher in D-T than in D-D.

5.1. Current Rise Scenario

The method used for optimising the current profile in JET experiments has been described in

[37, 39]. The plasma current is ramped fairly rapidly, at 0.4 MA/s, so that current diffusion from

the plasma edge to the plasma centre takes longer than the current ramp-up. A faster ramp-up

results in strong MHD activity leading either to anomalous current diffusion or even to disrup-

tions. Low power lower hybrid current drive, at the level of 1-2 MW, is applied promptly after

the formation of the plasma to ensure a broad current profile in the early phase of the discharge

and to provide strong electron heating in order to arrest current diffusion. The plasma, which is

in a single null X-point configuration from the first second of the discharge, is then further pre-

heated with 1-2 MW ICRF heating for several seconds before the main heating phase late in the

current ramp. The ICRF frequency is such that heating (via minority species and/or at an har-

monic resonance of the main ions) takes place close to the plasma centre. This combined pre-heat

provides high central electron temperatures (typically 6-8 keV) and further arrests the diffusion

of the current. The pre-heating phase ends with the increase of the ICRF heating power up to

6MW and the start of NB injection at powers up to 10 MW. The main heating phase starts

approximately 0.4 s later combining NB and ICRF heating of typically 25 MW. It has been

observed that a substantial part of the ICRF heating is damped, via the second harmonic deute-

rium resonance, on the NB ions or on the thermal ions when the ion pressure is sufficiently high

[40,41].

5.2. Performance in D-D and Modifications for D-T

The highest fusion performance in D-D has been obtained when an H-mode transition was

delayed for as long as possible. This was achieved by using a low target density, a magnetic

configuration which allowed maximum pumping by the divertor cryopump, low triangularity
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and by maintaining the current ramp-up throughout the main heating phase. When an ITB is

established, the resulting good core confinement maintains the plasma loss power below the

level required to trigger an H-mode, thus preserving a low pressure gradient at the edge, as in the

L-mode. The highest fusion yield in JET D-D plasmas has been achieved in this way [40-43].

Initial experiments with tritium gas fuelling and deuterium NB injection showed that the

H-mode threshold power was significantly lower in D-T than in D-D plasmas [44,45] and this

was expected to be the main problem when translating the high performance obtained in D-D to

D-T. In spite of this concern, it was found that ITBs can be produced in JET in D-T plasmas with

similar additional heating power levels and with similar current profiles to those in D-D [46].

However, this required some developments of the current rise scenario, since the current pro-

files at the start of the main heating phase in D-D and D-T pulses were found to be different, as

shown in Fig. 14. In D-D plasmas, the evolution of the radial location of the foot of the steep ion

temperature gradient is very similar to the evolution of the radius of the q=2 magnetic surface as

inferred using magnetic equilibrium reconstruction calculations [39-41]. Furthermore, the for-

mation of an ITB first occurs when a q=2 magnetic surface appears at a small plasma radius.

In D-T plasmas, the calculated central q

value was generally higher than in D-D

plasmas. The difference in current profiles be-

tween D-D and D-T plasmas has not been fully

understood. As shown in Fig. 14, similar q pro-

files can, however, be achieved in D-T by us-

ing some 3He gas in the plasma breakdown

phase, modifying slightly the plasma current

ramp rate and increasing the ICRF heating

power during the pre-heat phase. For the for-

mation of the ITB a systematic analysis has also

indicated a strong link between the total en-

ergy input during the pre-heating phase and the

time of the L-H transition. When the pre-heat-

ing energy from both NB and ICRF heating

exceeds 3MJ, an H-mode is triggered early. By

using modified power waveforms, where the

NB pre-heat energy is much reduced, and es-

tablishing a current profile at the onset of the

high power phase such that a q=2 magnetic

surface is present, ITBs have been produced in

D-T under similar conditions to those in D-D.
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FIG. 14. q profiles from magnetic reconstruction (EFIT)

at the start of the high power phase for pulses with and

without production of an Internal Transport Barrier

(ITB). Pulse No. 42682 in D-T is an exact repeat of D-D

pulse No. 42426. Pulses Nos. 42940 and 42746 use 3He

puffs and slightly modified plasma current and ICRF

heating waveforms. A typical error bar around q = 2 is

given. The closer to the plasma centre, the larger are

the error bars.
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5.3. Internal Transport Barriers in D-T

The time histories of various signals for two

similar D-T pulses are compared with a D-D

pulse in Fig. 15. All waveforms are very simi-

lar, except for the plasma current in the high

power phase which is ramped-down for D-T

pulse No. 42750 and the frequency of the ICRF

heating which is adjusted for hydrogen minor-

ity in D-T pulse No. 42746 and  D-D pulse

No. 40847 and for 3He minority in D-T pulse

No. 42750. In D-T, a sequence of events simi-

lar to those in D-D has been achieved, namely

the triggering of an ITB with an L-mode edge

followed by an ELM-free H-mode.

However, the time duration of the

L-mode edge phase is shorter in D-T than in

D-D, consistent with a lower H-mode thresh-

old power in D-T. It is to be noted that the ramp-

down in plasma current results in shortening

the L-mode edge phase but increases the
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FIG. 15. Time history of typical signals for three simi-

lar pulses at BT=3.43 T. Ip increases from 2.4 MA at t =

5 s up to 3.25 MA at t = 7.2 s for pulses Nos. 42746 and

40847. For pulse No. 42750, Ip is ramped down from

2.9 MA at t = 6.2 s.

ELM-free H-mode edge phase. The central ion temperature rises to 35 keV (compared to 28 keV

in D-D) and the fusion power reaches 8.2 MW for pulse No. 42746 as shown in Table III and

Fig. 15. The initial plasma tritium concentration, nT/(nD+nT+nH), which has been kept low to

reduce the chance of an H-mode transition, has been varied from 17% to 30% with no effect on

the formation of the ITB. Figure 15 shows that the full potential of the optimised shear dis-

charges in  D-T has not yet been realised.

It has been shown [40, 41] that the density build-up within the ITB can be attributed

mainly to NB fuelling during the L-mode edge phase. Recycling from the walls appears to be

negligible during that phase. Therefore, the NB system has been configured to maximise the

injection of tritium. The average tritium concentration in the plasma, measured by neutral parti-

cle analysis (NPA), is shown in Fig. 16 for typical optimised shear discharges in D-T. When the

initial tritium content is low, the tritium concentration increases steadily but does not reach the

level of the NB mix during the L-mode phase. When the ELM-free H-mode is triggered, the

tritium concentration rises substantially, due to the influx of tritium from the walls. Data consist-

ency analyses using TRANSP code simulations have indicated a tritium concentration of 29% at

6.8 s for pulse No. 42746 and of 34% at 6.2 s for pulse No. 42940, in reasonable agreement with

the NPA data. It is clear from these data that the D-T mixture has not yet been optimised for
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Table III  Parameters of interest for the high fusion power D-T optimised shear pulses Nos. 42746 (at 6.82 s) and

42940 (at 6.25 s).

fusion power production: the discharges are a compromise between obtaining the optimum mix-

ture and postponing the H-mode transition.

It is to be noted that central densities in D-T plasmas are lower than in D-D. This is mainly

due to a lower fuelling rate as a consequence of the need to maximise the tritium to deuterium

fuelling ratio. Tritium being fuelled by the high energy NB injector (151 keV) and deuterium by

the low energy NB injector (76 keV) led to higher average injected energies and lower fuelling.
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In order to maintain the same total heating power, whilst maximising the tritium to deuterium

fuelling ratio, the power injected by the lower energy deuterium injector (typically≈76 kV) was

reduced for these D-T experiments. For similar power D-D and D-T NB injection, the tritium

fuelling concentration was up to 45% but the overall fuelling within the ITB was lower by at

least 15%, with a comparable reduction in plasma density. As a result, the density is lower and

the ion temperature is higher in D-T plasmas. The resulting central pressures at comparable

times during the L-mode edge phase nevertheless reach similar values, as shown in Fig. 17. It

can also be seen in Fig. 17 that the ITB is slightly narrower in D-T than in D-D, which may be

due to differences in the current profiles.
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FIG. 16. Time evolution of tritium concentration for typi-

cal optimised shear D-T pulses from neutral particle ana-

lyser. The initial concentration is estimated from visible

spectroscopy.
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FIG. 17. Comparison of pressure profiles for two simi-

lar pulses in D-D and in D-T one second after the start

of the main heating phase. The ion pressure is from

charge exchange spectroscopy and the electron pressure

from LIDAR measurements.

It is to be noted that the central impurity concentration in these discharges remains low,

with Zeff between 1.4 and 1.8, and no indication of impurity accumulation within the ITB. The

concentration of the hydrogenic species ((nD+nT+nH)/ne) remains above 80%. These low values

of Zeff are attributed to the clean starting conditions and to the continuous fuelling within the

ITB.

While the early part of the main heating phase leading to the triggering of an ITB has been

reasonably well optimised in D-T, the limited neutron budget has prevented full optimisation of

the high power phase. Such an optimisation uses real-time control of both the ICRF and NB

heating powers to maximise the core pressure, whilst avoiding disruptions due to excessive

plasma pressure gradients. As discussed in [47], the core pressure can be increased when the

volume of the ITB expands. In D-D plasmas, this optimisation has been achieved by controlling
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the power in real-time with feedback on the neutron yield. The ICRF power is normally stepped

down when the neutron yield reaches a pre-set value; subsequently the NB power is controlled

by a pre-set neutron yield waveform which usually increases linearly with time. In D-T plasmas,

where the neutron yield depends on the D-T mix, an effective substitute for this signal has been

used, consisting of the square of the diamagnetic energy multiplied by the ratio between central

and edge line averaged electron density from the infra-red interferometer (representing the pres-

sure peaking), which can be computed in real-time.
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FIG. 18. Time history of typical signals for pulses

Nos. 42940 and 42746 in D-T at BT = 3.85 T and 3.45 T,

respectively. Ip is increased from 2.6 MA at t = 4.8 s up

to 3.3 MA at t = 6.18 s.

Figure 18 shows the time history of typical signals for two D-T discharges at 3.45 T and

3.85 T. For pulse No. 42746, the L-H transition occurred early, limiting the fusion power to

8.2 MW. For pulse No. 42940 the demand for the neutron yield was increased but the resulting

pressure gradients were too large and a disruption occurred at 6.3 s; the maximum fusion yield

was 7.3 MW. The central ion temperature is very high, close to 40 keV, with ion temperature

gradients of 150 keV/m, toroidal rotation speeds of 750 km s-1 and plasma pressure gradients of

1 MPa/m [46]. These high temperatures can be explained by the combined action of high energy

NB injection and effective damping of the ICRF waves not only on hydrogen minority ions but

also on deuterium ions (second harmonic) and tritium ions (third harmonic) [40,41]. TRANSP

analysis shows [46] that, within the ITB, the ion thermal diffusivity decreases dramatically,

approaching neoclassical [48] values in the plasma centre (Fig. 19), as in D-D plasmas. It is to

be noted that the ion heat transport is lower at 3.85 T than at 3.45 T, in line with the higher ion

temperature.
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FIG. 19. Ion thermal diffusivities from TRANSP analy-

sis for pulse No. 42940 in D-T as compared with neo-

classical values.  Time 0.1 s is shortly before the forma-

tion of the ITB (at 0.3 s), while the time 0.9 s is just

before termination of the pulse.
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An important aspect of these discharges is the

stability of the plasma core. An MHD stability

analysis [47] indicates the need to avoid glo-

bal n = 1 ideal pressure driven kink modes.

Domains of instability are indicated in Fig. 20

for typical D-T pulses and their counterparts

in D-D. The path of βN versus peaking of the

plasma pressure in D-D indicates the route for

optimising the performance of such plasmas.

The peaking of the plasma pressure is high

when the ITB is first formed and βN increases

quickly towards the stability limit. The ITB then

starts to expand after its formation and, by con-

trolling the injected power, it is possible to in-

crease further the plasma performance by main-

taining βN close to its limiting value. The peak-

ing decreases substantially when the ELM-free

H-mode is formed, due to the large pressure
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FIG. 20. Time evolution of βN for typical D-D and D-T

plasma pulses compared with the unstable region cal-

culated for the n = 1 ideal pressure driven kink mode

[47]. Generally, power is controlled to avoid disruption

(not successful for pulse No. 42940).

gradient at the edge. The high performance phase of the discharge is then terminated by a giant

ELM. Pulse No. 42940 in D-T was not optimised and better control of the plasma pressure

would have allowed substantial gains in fusion power.

5.4. Simultaneous Internal and Edge Transport Barriers

The highest fusion performance was normally obtained by prolonging the phase during which

the plasma edge was in L-mode; the subsequent ELM-free H-mode phase made these discharges

transient. A significant number of discharges, however, developed both an ITB and an ELMy

H-mode edge [43] as illustrated in Fig. 21, with a substantial fusion yield being produced. In

pulse No. 42733, an ITB is formed and the central ion temperature reaches 24 keV, while the

edge ion temperature is about 3 keV, typical of an ELMy H-mode plasma. Such double barrier

discharges show great potential for steady-state operation.

In pulse No. 42733 the fusion power increases from the start of the main heating phase

until it reaches 6.8 MW, at which time the input power is reduced to economise on D-T neu-

trons. This increase in fusion yield is due to a continuous build-up of central density together

with an increase of the tritium concentration. The stored plasma energy reaches 8.8 MJ for a

total injected power of 18.4 MW and a corresponding confinement enhancement factor H89≈2.3
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FIG. 21. Time history of pulse No. 42733 which devel-

ops an Internal Transport Barrier with an ELMy H-mode

edge. BT = 3.4 T and the Ip is ramped from 2.3 MA at

t = 4.8 s to 3 MA at t = 6.3 s. The power was stepped

down to limit the number of 14 MeV neutrons.

relative to the ITER89-P scaling [49]. In this

pulse, as in similar D-T and D-D pulses, the

positions of the q = 2 magnetic surface and the

ITB change only slowly with time; this is a con-

sequence of the generation of an edge bootstrap

current. At 6.3 s, the power was stepped down

and it is interesting to note that the subsequent

collapse of the ITB triggers an ELM-free

H-mode.

This route, which could not be explored

further during DTE1 due to the imposed con-

straint on the number of D-T neutrons pro-

duced, shows significant promise for steady-

state high fusion yield D-T plasmas, but would

require a technique for better control of the

plasma edge and/or current profile.

5.5. Stability of Alfvén Eigenmodes

In the optimised shear scenario, AEs are found to be always unstable, due to the presence of a

large high energy tail generated by the high ICRF heating power typically required to produce

the ITB in this regime. The most favourable scenario for the observation of alpha particle effects

on AEs is created by suddenly switching off the auxiliary heating [50]. AE activity is observed

around 0.5 s into the “after-glow” phase of some of these discharges. Stability calculations per-

formed by the CASTOR-K model show that, after a few hundreds of milliseconds into the

after-glow, the drive from slowing down alpha particles can overcome the damping mechanisms

for the AEs. However, the presence of a slowing down tail of ICRF generated ions provides an

additional drive which can be comparable with the alpha particle drive. A definitive identifica-

tion of the additional contribution of the alpha particles to the ICRF-drive is very difficult due to

uncertainties in the ICRF-drive calculations.

6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The main results of the paper are now placed in the wider context of present tokamak research,

the future JET programme and the final goal of a fusion reactor.

The ELM-free H-mode has been the established route to high performance, setting world

records in fusion performance, validating D-D projections of D-T performance, and demon-

strating clear alpha particle heating. The experiments not only led to 16.1 MW of fusion power
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and transient values of Qtot
P  of 0.95±0.17, consistent with the high values of

nDT(0)τE
diaTi(0)=8.7×1020m-3s keV, but also demonstrated the expected factor of 210 between

D-D and D-T fusion power, confirming the quality of the JET kinetic data and the physics

contained within TRANSP.

The high values of Q correspond to high values of Pα/Ploss ≈16%, so that the alpha particle

heating becomes a measurable contribution to the power balance. Indeed the alpha particle heat-

ing produced a rise in electron temperature of order 1 keV per Megawatt of alpha particle heat-

ing, clearly separated from isotope effects which were shown to be very small. This behaviour is

consistent with the classical alpha particle power deposition profiles.

The mixture control experiments enabled an optimum D-T plasma mix to be achieved

(even with a non-optimal NB mix) and played a crucial role in the success of the ELM-free H-

mode programme in D-T. The methodology developed is of general application and will be of

value to future D-T experiments on JET and elsewhere.

High performance ELM-free H-mode plasmas were limited by giant ELMs to βN≈2.2,

thus preventing Qin from exceeding 0.64. This value of βN is lower than the expected Troyon

limit (βN≈2.8) because the pressure profile is flatter than the optimum and the limit is set by a

steep pressure gradient in the plasma edge. On the other hand, in regimes with more peaked

pressure profiles such as the TFTR supershot regime or the optimised shear regime discussed in

Section 5, βN is limited to ≈1.9 by MHD instabilities associated with the steep pressure gradi-

ents in the plasma core.

The different plasma conditions obtained in the supershot and ELM-free H-mode regimes

have allowed complementary fusion studies to be pursued. In the TFTR supershot, higher input

powers and peaked pressure profiles led to a higher central fusion power density which has been

exploited for the investigation of MHD effects (including sawteeth) on alpha particles. In the

JET ELM-free H-mode, better confinement led to a higher fusion power and Q and clearly

visible alpha particle heating (despite flatter pressure profiles), with the highest electron tem-

perature showing a clear correlation with the maximum alpha particle heating power and the

optimum (≈40:60) D-T mixture. This demonstration of alpha particle heating, in conditions

where there is no isotope effect on energy confinement and TAEs are stable (in agreement with

predictions), reveals no unexpected effects which might prevent ignition in a larger device. A

study of alpha particle heating in the presence of alpha particle driven TAEs would require a

factor of two increase in βα above that obtained so far in JET hot ion H-mode discharges.

The optimised shear regime is less mature than either the ELM-free H-mode or the supershot

mode, but has the potential for combining the best features of both these regimes and to further

the study of alpha particle physics. Substantial progress was made during the scenario develop-

ment which led to the production of 8.2 MW of fusion power. First, and most importantly, strong

internal transport barriers were shown to exist in D-T. These barriers could be established with

similar powers to those required in D-D, in contrast to the edge H-mode barrier whose threshold
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is lower in D-T. Second, the poor mixture control and reduced core fuelling by NB injection

(tritium concentration only 30%) limited the fusion performance, but was related to short term

technical constraints rather than to a fundamental deficiency. Future JET experiments would

benefit from tritium injection from both NB injectors and the methodology for optimising the

plasma mixture applied successfully to the ELM-free H-mode could then also be adopted. Third,

the evolution of the pressure profile peaking was successfully controlled very close to the maxi-

mum permitted by pressure gradient driven stability in D-D, but could not be optimised in D-T

(βN≈1.9). It is reasonable to conclude that, given sufficient experimental time and D-T neutron

budget, this regime should deliver the fusion performance and Q commensurate with the high

values of the fusion triple product (nDT(0)τETi(0) ≈1021 m-3 s keV) demonstrated.

The high performance regimes considered in this paper would be even more reactor-rel-

evant if they could be maintained in steady-state. To realise the potential suggested by the high

values of Qtot
P  obtained in the ELM-free H-mode would require exercising control over the

steep gradients in the edge transport barrier which have led, so far, inexorably towards instabil-

ity. Such control would also be required for scenarios in which an internal transport barrier

co-existed with an ELM-free H-mode edge, since high performance is then also terminated by a

giant ELM. A pressure profile intermediate between that of the ELM-free H-mode and the

optimised shear regime with an internal transport barrier and an L-mode edge would be re-

quired. Such pressure profiles are to be found in discharges in which an internal transport barrier

has been obtained simultaneously with an ELMy H-mode edge, as already observed in D-D on

JET, JT60-U and DIII-D, and in D-T on JET [43]. This scenario could offer an alternative for steady-

state high fusion performance to the standard ELMy H-mode (the presently established scenario for

ITER), but would require high βp (plasma pressure normalised to the pressure of the poloidal mag-

netic field) for steady-state operation and high βN together with high confinement for high perform-

ance. Calculations show that such discharges on JET can be MHD stable up to βN = 2.5 [47] and

further optimisation of the current profile can even lead to stable βN values in excess of 3 [51]. This

would require not only edge control to maintain non-disruptive edge pressure gradients (e.g. using

current ramps or impurity radiation at the edge), but also careful current profile control in addition to

the pressure profile control already demonstrated to avoid pressure driven disruptions at high βN. The

achievement of such high performance conditions and a double transport barrier would allow the

effects of ELMs on alpha particle behaviour to be investigated with the presently available additional

heating, whereas ELMy H-mode plasmas without an internal transport barrier would require a sig-

nificant increase in heating power for such studies.

The D-T results presented in this and the companion [9] paper confirm a mature under-

standing of H-mode plasmas and indicate significant progress towards the achievement of a

similar level of understanding of plasmas with internal transport barriers. The significant progress

in understanding made over the years in tokamak fusion physics can now be exploited in JET

and future devices to advance the realisation of a tokamak fusion reactor.
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